Doctorat de l'Université Grenoble Alpes

Contacts

Departements

- Doctoral College Direction
- Service Accueil international
- Service Doctoral pour la Formation, l'Initiation et l'Insertion professionnelles (DFI, ex-CIES)
- Centres de gestion
- PhD Promotion Department

Doctoral Schools

- Doctoral School Chemistry and Life Sciences - CSV
- Doctoral School Earth, Universe, and Environmental Sciences - TUE
- Doctoral School Electronics, Electrical Energy, Automatic Control, Signal Processing - EEATS
- Doctoral school Health, cognition and environmental engineering - ISCE
- Doctoral School Humanities, Political and Territorial Sciences - SHPT
- Doctoral School Industrial, Material, Mechanical and Process Engineering - I-MEP2
- Doctoral School Languages, Literature and Human Sciences - LLSH
- Doctoral School of Economics - SE
- Doctoral School of Informatics and Mathematics - MSTII
- Doctoral School of Law - SJ
- Doctoral School of Management - SG
- Doctoral School of Philosophy - History, Arts, Languages
- Doctoral School of Physics

Research Units

- Directory of research units classified by fields of research
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Relocation

The College and the doctoral schools (except Philo)moved on September 1st, 2020 to join the Maison Jean Kuntzmann at 110 rue de la Chimie 38400 Saint-Martin-d'Hères on the University Campus (Tram B and C, stops "Bibliothèques universitaires").

Annuaire

- L'annuaire des personnels d'Université Grenoble Alpes